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SISTER ACT:
FABIA MINOR IN THE ANNALISTIC TRADITION

In Livy’s history between two episodes of major social and political upheaval in the
early Republic, the Gallic sack of 390 B.C. and the Sextian-Licinian Rogations of 367
B.C., lies a brief domestic interlude which has puzzled and divided scholars. Livy
reports that as part of the Sextian-Licinian Rogations, the consulship, which had
previously been monopolised by patricians, was reformed to ensure that one consul
each year would be a plebeian. Livy chooses not to attribute this upheaval to another
secession of the plebeians, but to the private grievances of a patrician woman, Fabia
Minor (hereafter just Fabia), concerning her plebeian husband’s inability to enter into
high office. Scholars have tended to group the story of Fabia with Livy’s accounts, in
which an innocent woman is publically dishonoured by a tyrant and her revenge
precipitates constitutional reform, which is typically exemplified by the story of
Lucretia.
This essay will argue that Fabia is not modelled on the beautiful and innocent
Lucretia, but rather the homicidal, ambitious and deranged Tullia. The key distinction
between these characters is the agency possessed by Tullia and Fabia, who, unlike
Lucretia, are able to translate their own will into political action. Livy also employs
parallel phrases in the episodes of Fabia and Tullia to draw a comparison between the
two characters. This offers a new perspective on Livy’s reliance on Fabius Pictor and
other early annalists. Where in the past it was often assumed that this episode was
reproduced wholesale from Fabius Pictor, an unsympathetic portrayal of Fabia
suggests that scholars should consider the alternative, that Fabia was Livy’s own
creation.
Livy’s story of Fabia is one of two extant sources on the Sextian-Licinian
Rogations. Close analysis of Livy’s account can provide insight into the
idiosyncrasies, tropes and techniques of Livy’s history. Fabia, youngest daughter of
the patrician M. Fabius Ambustus, was married to the plebian C. Licinius Stolo,
whereas her sister was married to patrician consular tribune Servius Sulpicius.1 One
day while Fabia was visiting her sister, the lictor of Servius Sulpicius made a loud
knock on the door, frightening Fabia. Fabia’s older sister laughed at Fabia’s ignorance
and she began to feel hostile. Regretting her lowly marriage Fabia confesses her
anguish to her father who along with C. Licinius Stolo embarks on a legislative
campaign to reserve one consulship annually for plebeians.2
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The modern characterisation of Fabia has tended to include her among the ranks of
the modest heroine whose honour is insulted and who is avenged by male relatives to
bring about political change. Lucretia, Verginia and the Maid of Ardea are all
examples of this trope.3 However, in an effort to make an apparently novel story fit
into a recognised category scholars can overlook important details. Christina Kraus
identifies three main structural commonalities between Livy’s Fabia and Lucretia: an
outrage is committed against a woman of a marginalised social group, the woman is
avenged (usually by relatives), and political upheaval (often the deposition of a tyrant)
occurs as a result.4 These elements of the comparison only hold true at a very high
level of generality, although when analysed in greater detail many key elements of
this trope are absent in the story of Fabia. A typical ‘Lucretia’ story usually stresses
the beauty (forma) and purity (pudicata) of the women as the cause of their deaths.5
Such descriptions are certainly not applied to Fabia. Unlike Lucretia, it is hard to
point to any real act or threat of violence against Fabia. Kraus concedes the difference
between being momentarily startled by a knock on the door and rape, suicide, or
murder; fates which befall Lucretia, Verginia and the Maid of Ardea.6
Furthermore, both Kraus and Andreas Alföldi have argued that Fabia and Lucretia
are linked by their roles as catalysts for political change.7 Neither Kraus nor Alföldi
differentiates between women whose own ambition creates destruction and men who
create destruction because of their lust for a woman.8 The important difference here is
the extent to which women in each instance are vested with real agency; in the former
case the woman is actively and wilfully intervening in the public sphere, in the latter
the woman is acted upon and reacted to by men, who bring about political change in
her name. Fabia is best characterised as a genuine agent for change, although it is her
male relatives who actually implement legal reforms, it is Fabia’s own desire and
ambition which drives this. In the cases of Verginia and the Maid of Ardea the
heroines are entirely passive, expressing no opinions of their own to be willing
authors of political change; rather men perform acts upon these women and other men
respond to them. Superficially it may seem that Lucretia possesses more agency as
she demands that the men around her swear to avenge her, and voluntarily takes her
own life as proof of her innocence and a self-imposed punishment. Nonetheless this
radical action was only necessary because of the initial outrage committed by a man.
Although Fabia may have influenced her family, her private grievances did not
become known to the public. She was not the poster child of the revolution as
Lucretia was, but a behind-the-scenes player whose personal opinions had real
bearing on the politics of her day.
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Livy’s account of Fabia is modelled on his account of Tullia, both in terms of
phrasing and thematic concerns such as political marriages and tensions between
patricians and plebeians. This comparison warrants a brief description of the salient
features of Livy’s account of Tullia. As means of securing peace King Servius Tullius
decided to marry his two daughters to the two sons of a rival contender for the
throne.9 Ironically, his own daughter Tullia plotted to overthrow Servius and install
one of the sons Lucius Tarquinius in his stead. It happened that Tullia had been
married to the other brother, Arruns Tarquinius, and Lucius Tarquinius to Tullia’s
gentle-natured sister. Tullia dispatched her sister, together with Arruns Tarquinius,
and married Lucius Tarquinius.10 Together they assassinated Servius Tullius, and in a
gory and shocking scene Tullia ran over her father’s corpse with her chariot.11 Clearly
Tullia’s gross criminal actions distinguish her story from Fabia’s, but nonetheless the
elements of similarity between the two stories up until this point are compelling.
Each story begins with an explanation of the women’s fathers and their connection
with the plebeians through a land distribution campaign. Servius Tullius was himself
a former slave adopted by King Tarquinius Priscus and his wife Tanaquil. Servius
brought about the first known instance of both the distribution of land to the
plebeians, and soon followed a plebiscite confirming the legitimacy of Servius’
reign.12 The patrician M. Fabius Ambustus is cast by Livy as a popularis who is
known to be sympathetic to the interests and political aims of plebeians.13 The parallel
is most striking when the reforms are compared. The Sextian-Licinian Rogations
brought about a package of three laws: the reservation of one consulship for
plebeians, land distribution to plebeians and debt relief.14 Moreover, Livy records that
a plebiscite took place on these laws, although they were ultimately passed by
Camillus as Dictator.15 As Kurt Von Fritz and Ross Holloway have pointed out, these
reforms, at least in the way they are reported by Livy, are contradictory and
unconvincing.16 Livy’s retelling of the Sextian-Licinian rogations was not a reporting
of ‘hard facts’ but a stylized narrative.
Livy highlights Tullia’s and Fabia’s dissatisfaction with their political marriages,
and consequent will to political change, using parallel phrases. Livy recounts Tullia’s
words to Lucius Tarquinius that ‘if the gods had given to her a man of whom she was
worthy, she would have soon seen the same royal power in her house that she saw in
her father’s’ (si sibi eum quo digna esset di dedissent virum, domi se propediem
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visuram regnum fuisse, quod apud patrem videat).17 The latter part of Tullia’s speech
is quoted as M. Fabius Ambustus consoles Fabia that ‘she would soon see those same
honours in her house which she saw in her sister’s’. (eosdem propediem domi visuram
honores quos apud sororem videat).18 Livy also draws a parallel with Tullia in the
expression Fabia uses to convey to her father her pain ‘that she was yoked to one
unequal to her’ (quod iuncta impari esset), just as Tullia complains ‘she was married
to one unequal’ (cum impari iungi).19 Both Tullia and Fabia use the metaphor of
yoking to lament that they are married to husbands who are in some way inferior to
themselves — and that their sisters’ husbands are more worthy.20 All three use the
metonym of the domus to describe the seat of pride for these women, and, as Kraus
notes, a ‘symbol of high birth and family renown’.21 The fact that Fabius also quotes
Tullia is a validation of his daughter’s desire for greater honour, and legitimises her
interests through a democratic political campaign. Nowhere else in the extant books
of Ab Urbe Condita can this quote be found, making the connection between the two
characters all the more compelling.
In addition to creating parallels within his own narrative, Livy imbues his narrative
with intertextual references, particularly making use of conventions of New Comedy
and Tragedy. The premise of a ‘contest of wives’ is a feature of New Comedy, and
Kraus has identified a particular similarity between the opening scene of Plautus’
Stichus and Fabia’s meeting with her older sister.22 Kraus also points out the many
elements of New Comedy present in the story of Lucretia (and others like it) and of
Fabia; for example the domestic setting in an ordinary situation in which the
characters are passing time, and the archaic Latin expression satin salve? (‘are you
ok?’), common in Plautus, spoken by their fathers. 23 Yet Fabia’s and Tullia’s
narratives also bear many tragic tropes which that of Lucretia and similar characters
lack. The tragic theme of patricide, and indeed fratricide and sororicide, resonates
throughout Livy’s Book 1. In narrating the story of Tullia, Livy foreshadows Tullia’s
betrayal through reference to Atreus and Oedipus.24 Moreover Ogilvie comments that
the central complaint of Tullia (and by extension Fabia), that she has married a
husband who was unworthy of her, is common of tragic heroines.25 Livy is not
uncomfortable with Fabia’s dissatisfaction and ambition, as he is with Tullia’s, which
reflects the less legendary atmosphere of Book 6, and the democratic resolution given
to Fabia’s concern.
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There remains considerable debate about the extent to which Livy was responsible
for the creation of the Fabia narrative. Alföldi advanced the theory that the early
annalist Fabius Pictor, being concerned primarily with the advancement of his own
domus, invented this story of Fabia’s role in early Republican politics as a convenient
self-promotion.26 Others have attributed the story to other annalists who also have
prominent family members situated within the narrative, such as Claudius
Quadrigarius and Licinius Macer.27 Holloway goes so far as to argue that these early
annalists were responsible for a major cover up of true events during this period.28
The fact Livy portrays Fabia in an unflattering light is not accounted for in the theory
that Fabius fabricated a family history in order to improve their public image. Instead
we should consider the features, which distinguish Livy’s narrative of Tullia and
Fabia from other extant versions. One fragment of Pictor does note that the consulship
was opened to plebeians for the first time twenty-two years after the Gallic sack, but
this provides no evidence that Fabia Minor featured in Pictor’s narrative.29 The later
historian Cassius Dio features the other extant account of Fabia Minor, although his
account records that Fabia petitioned her husband to run for office and not her father,
and omits any of Fabia’s speech (whether direct or indirect).30 Although Cassius Dio
may have simply excluded the speech if it did exist in sources outside of Livy, this
makes a strong case for the originality of Livy’s narrative of Fabia. Dionysius of
Halicarnassus writes also writes about Tullia at length, and cites Fabius Pictor as a
source.31 Nevertheless these fragments provide little evidence for the existence of
Fabia in Pictor’s narrative and scholars should seek more imaginative alternatives.
For over fifty years Fabia has been categorised as another innocent virgin whose
unwitting misfortune precipitated political upheaval. This view tends to look at the
female characters in Livy as a collective, where scholars should not overlook the
nuances which differentiate them. Livy shows no concern for Fabia’s virginity or
beauty, but portrays Fabia as a genuinely powerful character, and an active participant
in the politics of her day. The use of similar language to describe the dissatisfaction of
Tullia and Fabia with their political marriages, an unflattering comparison which also
involves more negative connotations with tragic heroines. What differentiates Fabia is
that Livy chooses to tell the story of a long-overdue legislative and social overhaul as
the result of female ambition.

Natalie Mendes,
The University of Sydney
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LIVY: REPUBLICS PAST AND PRESENT

The question I wish to answer is, ‘What purpose do the villains in Livy’s early books
serve’? To do this, I first lay out the process by which Livy characterizes them. By
combining the rhetorical tradition of Greek tyrants that so captivated his
contemporaries with the native Roman tradition of occupare regnum, Livy creates a
unique figure, a true Livian archetype. This stock villain has some of the traits of the
Greek tyrant, but is villainous mainly because of his attempt to destroy the spirit of
the Roman constitution through politicking, secrecy, plotting and disloyalty to his
social station. The fact that Livy’s villains are not floridly and inherently evil is
important for his exemplary history and is revealed through comparison of their use
by other commentators of Livy’s era. Livy puts his archetype to use by positioning his
villains to reflect his preference for a regularized process of law and order, and to
resemble the villains and characters of his own day. In defeating them, Rome shows
the strength of its culture and institutions and Livy rewards that strength through
token gestures that are appended to each villain’s story.
Livy’s early Republican villains are perhaps the most interesting expression of his
historical project. Due to their distant nature, even for historians of Livy’s day, they
are essentially at the mercy of the writer who creates them and Livy uses this to his
advantage. Despite spanning generations and political persuasions, Livy uses a set of
traits to define these characters as essentially similar. In so doing, he gestures at an
archetypal Roman villain. All four of the villains I will cover — Appius Claudius,
Spurius Cassius, Spurius Maelius and Coriolanus — come close to this archetypal
asymptote in different ways. This suggests that Livy, consciously or otherwise, was
defining Roman-ness via its inverse, creating exemplary history by showing what not
to do or be. However, this archetype is not extracted solely from the stories and
characters of Rome’s semi-mythical past — Livy pads and positions the stories of his
villains to more closely resemble the villains of his own time. In this way, he
enhances the strength of his exemplary history by drawing connections between the
problems of Rome’s distant past and the problems that Livy’s political
contemporaries faced (and created). The stories of each of these villains end in a
token reward that confirms the victory of regularized law and order over those who
seek to destroy its spirit. These constructional elements demonstrate the centrality of
Livy’s authorial voice and his position as creator of Rome’s early history.
It has been noted before that the Greek image of a ‘tyrant’ was an influential
rhetorical device in the Late Republic,1 and this stock figure forms part of Livy’s
depictions of villains. The four cardinal vices of a Greek tyrant were vis (‘force’),
superbia (‘arrogance’), crudelitas (‘cruelty’) and libido (‘desire’), and the Republican
1

Dunkle (1967), 151.
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villains all display one or more of these characteristics. Particularly prevalent is
superbia which Dunkle argues ‘had its ultimate origin in the Greek concept of hybris,
the wanton self-assertion which was so characteristic of the Greek tyrant.’2 All of the
early Republican villains display this characteristic to varying degrees. Coriolanus is
described as being ‘contemptuous’ of his plebeian inferiors and the overall image of
him is of a man whose puritan ethics lead him to violently disdain lesser mortals.3
Appius also has arrogance in his DNA and his force of character rubs off on his
decemviral colleagues, who ‘openly display[ed] arrogance’ and were ‘cold and
repellent in conversation’.4 Wiseman (after Livy) points out that arrogance is the birth
right of any Claudius and similarly Coriolanus seems to have taken in disdain for the
mob with Veturia’s milk, railing as he does against ‘the indignity’ of suffering
‘upstarts from the mob in office’.5
The displays of superbia by popular villains are slightly more indirect, but
nonetheless present. In the case of Spurius Cassius, there is the implication that his
distinguished career, including three consulships and the conclusion of a longstanding
treaty with the Latins led him ‘to aspire to forbidden heights’, and that his execution
was punishment for his presumption.6 Those are the words Livy puts in the mouth of
wise old Cincinnatus, who is comparing Cassius to Spurius Maelius, the villain his
magister equitum Servilius Ahala has just executed. Maelius’ presumption is
described as ‘criminal lunacy’ and a ‘monstrosity’ because he did not even have the
distinguished career that Cassius had to justify his aiming at a kingship.7
However, Livy heavily moderates the Greek tyrant archetype for his own purposes.
The vice of vis is a clear example — there is no avoiding the fact that Appius is
described as ‘ruthless and uncompromising’ and ‘violent’ and frequently uses lictors
to enforce his will.8 However, his vis is more threat than action and it is diluted by the
use of other means. The major episodes of Appius’ story — his accession to the
Decemvirate and subsequent re-election and his pursuit of Verginia — are marked as
much by ‘impropriety’ and ‘loathsome secre[cy],’ than any naked show of force.9 In
fact, the ‘evil conspiracy’ of the decemvirs amounts to a pre-condition for their other
vices and it is not until after their plans are ‘secretly matured’ that Appius ‘throws off
the mask’.10

2
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This substitution of vis for politicking and conspiracy is not limited to Appius.
Spurius Maelius is said to be ‘building up a store of arms and secretly talking to
certain groups of people’ in a feint at vis, but he is executed before employing it.11
Not only that, but Maelius only resorts to the conspiracy because the consular
elections ‘took [him] by surprise’ and his plans for the consulship ‘were not yet fully
matured’, an ambiguous statement that suggests either a failure to run or an
unexpected repulsa in the ballot. 12 Coriolanus is expelled from Rome for his
harshness and vigorous opposition to the plebeians, but this opposition is never more
than rhetorically forceful, despite his evident capacity for violence. Coriolanus and
Attius Tullius devise an elaborate scheme to bring the Volsci into conflict with Rome,
as a pre-condition for their use of force. Spurius Cassius has the consul’s power of life
and death, and yet resorts exclusively to political means in his attempt at regnum.
It is that laden word, regnum, which gives a clue as to what Livy is doing by
tweaking the Greek image of the tyrant in his construction of villains. The phrase
occupare regnum was perhaps the most common political pejorative throughout the
Roman republic and its spectre makes an appearance in the stories of each of the
major villains. Proculus Verginius, Spurius Cassius’ consular colleague and rival,
uses the word duce to describe Coriolanus and equates the two as evidence for his
declaration that the way was ‘being opened to monarchy’.13 Similarly, the whole
justification for Spurius Maelius’ death was his aiming at a kingship. Use of the
phrases ‘ten kings’ and ‘ten Tarquins’ recurs throughout the story of Appius Claudius
and the Decemvirate. Other references to regnum in relation to Appius are translated
as ‘tyranny’, but as Dunkle points out,14 the loan word tyrannis represents a different
tradition to the Romans’ deep-seated and near pathological aversion to monarchy.
Livy takes the influence of the rhetorical trend towards a Greek understanding of
tyranny while also tapping into the native Roman conception of what a villain looked
like.
This combination of two strands of characterization manifests in the personality of
Livy’s villains. Instead of deferring totally to the ‘colorfully evil personality’ of the
Greek conception, Livy creates villains who are, for the most part, conspicuously not
evil in character.15 Rather, their political means and the ends to which they set them
make them villainous. This understanding of villainous characters as being defined by
their actions rather than their nature is enhanced by the fact that all of the villains had
legitimate, even distinguished, careers before their respective downfalls. Spurius
Cassius was a multiple consul and statesman, Maelius had amassed an immense
fortune and was generous with it. Coriolanus’ military career was so impressive that
he ‘completely overshadowed his commander, the consul Cominius’, and even
11
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Appius is a consul-designate and described as the ‘leading spirit’ of the Decemvirate
when it conducted itself with ‘an almost superhuman purity’.16
Appius, despite his initial promise as a Decemvir, is the one villain who conforms
closely to the Greek tyrant archetype. Alone among the four, he genuinely displays
crudelitas and libido in his treatment of Verginia. Livy’s treatment of Appius is the
longest and most fleshed out of any of these early villains but it is also the most
disordered. Smith believes that the circumstances surrounding Appius’ death are an
example of law prevailing over privilege but acknowledges that the episode is not
without ‘ambivalence’.17 Despite the rapid nature of Appius’ descent, Livy puts a
speech in his mouth in which he points out that he is responsible for the Twelve
Tables, ‘which will be there forever to protect your interests’.18 The very fact that
Appius is given the chance to defend himself at all is noteworthy, given the
expedition with which other villains are executed for comparatively minor crimes. It
is also important to note that Livy does not emphasise Appius’ tyrannical vices to the
exclusion of the political impropriety and dissembling that found Livy’s idea of
Roman political villainy. While this appears to make Appius into a cartoonish
repository of all negative traits, it also allows Livy to maintain Appius’ value as a
salutary example of his understanding of archetypal villainy.
The major feature of this emerging villainous archetype is a pervading sense of
falseness. As I have set out above, the vis of the villains is predicated on their
conspiracies and their political maneuvering. Perhaps even more important is the
sense that each of the villains act outside the established order of things at Rome and
did not stay true to his position in society. The first inklings of the ‘crack’ in Appius’
character is the fact that he ‘blackened the character of the nobility’ and ‘hung about
in the Forum in the company of ex-tribunes.’19 For a proud scion of a patrician gens
like the Claudii to act in such a way is clearly a perversion and a marker of deficient
character, if not outright villainy on its own. Similarly, Spurius Cassius’ real crime is
attempting to help the erstwhile enemies of Rome, the Latins and the Hernici, after
building a political career on fighting them. Spurius Maelius is said to have been
attended by crowds that ‘gave him an air of dignity and importance far beyond what
was due to a man with no official position’ and it is this lie that inspires him to act
even further beyond his station.20 The speech that Livy gives Cincinnatus draws this
connection by describing Maelius as ‘a rich corn-dealer of humble birth’ and saying
that he could barely have hoped to hold the tribunate, let alone a kingship.21 Finally,
Coriolanus, respected as a soldier, turns this respect on its head by leading an army
against Rome.
16
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When these early Republican villains are looked at together it becomes clear that
Livy is attempting to show that villainy comes from any action that ‘is incompatible
with the spirit of the republican constitution’.22 While he ascribes some or all of the
Greek tyrant’s traits to his villains, they are more frequently not floridly depraved
personalities. The explanation for this is contained within Livy’s preface to Book
One, where he says that in history, one can ‘find for yourself and for your country
both examples and warnings’. 23 It would simply not serve the purpose of an
exemplary history to make characters into black-hat caricatures. Instead, Livy
increases the force of his argument in favour of vigilance by impressing upon the
audience that these villains were also Romans and can spring from amongst even the
most distinguished and impressive families as easily as they might from the base
rabble. Livy is also concerned with the potential for these villains to use an ‘informal,
semi-visible set of relations’, which he portrays as secret plots and political wheeling
and dealing, to strike at the core of the Republic.24 It is this understanding of the
malign potential of politics that ultimately led to such a fruitful comparison in
Machiavelli’s Discourses.
It is important here to note the ends to which these same characters are put by
Livy’s near contemporaries, especially Cicero. Having a present political agenda
heavily influences Cicero’s descriptions of the early Republican villains. He lumps
together Spurius Cassius, Marcus Manlius and Spurius Maelius in the Republic, as
helpful examples of villains who aimed at a kingship and were therefore justifiably
killed without trial. 25 They were exemplars ‘for his unashamedly optimate
interpretation of the senatus consultum ultimum’. 26 The character that is
conspicuously absent from this litany is Appius. Despite the fact that he actually held
an ‘undivided domination’, Appius’ patrician background and the fact that he escaped
murder for his crimes renders him too complicated for Cicero’s purpose.27 Cicero also
singles out Maelius as a justification for the use of violence against Catiline. 28
Separately, he unreservedly condemned Coriolanus, calling him impius for his
incitement of others to avenge personal wrongs.29 He also suggested that those who
were so incited should also have been punished for being led astray.30 On the eve of
the Civil War, Coriolanus, Caesar, Pompey and Catiline were all birds of a feather for
Cicero. This uncomplicated understanding of Roman’s internal enemies allowed
Cicero to shore up his own ideological position as a tyrannicide. It also led him to
22

Dunkle (1967), 151.
Livy, Preface to Book One.
24
Nick Eckstein, personal comment, Lecture on Machiavelli, 23 October 2014.
25
Cicero, Republic 2.49.
26
Lintott (1970), 12.
27
Cicero, Republic 2.49.
28
Cicero, Against Catiline 1.3.
29
Lehman (1952), 329.
30
Lehman (1952), 329.
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more decisively embrace the rhetorical descriptions of the Greek tyrant in order to
portray his personal enemies as evil in character as well as deed, the Verrine orations
being a typical example, with Verres being individually charged with each of the four
major tyrannical vices.31
The comparison with Cicero reveals the nuance of Livy’s depiction of villains.
There are functional reasons for this — Cicero was a political participant and leading
orator and as a result was prone to extreme language, especially when justifying his
own actions. By contrast, Livy, given personal distance and a more academic form,
reveals the potential for these characters to serve as proper exemplars, rather than
cardboard cut outs that serve one political agenda.
However, Livy’s depiction of villains was not an arid exercise in even-handed
moralizing. His villains are frequently padded to enhance their exemplary value and
thus their contemporary relevance. Spurius Maelius is a good example of this
positioning. Dionysius of Halicarnassus notes that there are two traditions: one which
includes the device of Cincinnatus’ emergency dictatorship and one which depicts
Servilius Ahala as a ‘privatus acting publico consilio’, without the official position of
magister equitum.32 Livy only tells the story with Cincinnatus as Dictator and Ahala
as magister equitum. While it is unlikely that Livy himself added the device of the
emergency dictatorship, as Lowrie says ‘he was among those who favoured the rule
of law’. 33 Lowrie also says that Livy inclusion of the emergency magistracies
‘reveal[s] processes of regularization legitimating tyrannicide’ — that is, by encasing
it in the process of the dictatorship, Livy is reducing the ground upon which
legitimate tyrannicide can stand.34
Similarly, in the story of Spurius Cassius, Livy gestures at a second form of the
story where Cassius’ father ‘sentenced and executed him privately by virtue of his
power as pater familias’.35 However, he ultimately concludes that the version of the
story where Cassius was brought to trial by the Quaestors of the day is ‘nearer the
truth’.36 The fact that Livy does not unreservedly endorse either version suggests his
sympathy for the traditional prerogatives of the father, but his preference again for
due process of law rather than informal means. Both Cassius, for his concessions to
the socii and Maelius, for his grain distribution, are close analogues of the Gracchi.
By delineating more precisely the circumstances in which a villain might be killed,
Livy delivers a subtle rebuke to those who advocated extra-judicial killings in his own
era.

31

Dunkle (1967), 161.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus 12.4.1–5, with Lintott (1970), 14.
33
Lowrie (2010), 180.
34
Lowrie (2010) 180.
35
Lintott (1970), 19.
36
Livy 2.41.
32
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Livy’s positioning of Appius is more difficult to get to grips with. Broadly he is
representative of the danger posed by those who would use law to destroy it, the
improper tacking of magistracies onto each other being a particularly resonant
example in the wake of the actions of Julius Caesar and the First Triumvirate.
Wiseman also suggests that the ‘superbia Claudiana of the hostile version can be
accounted for by the behavior of the patrician Claudii of the 50s B.C. and the vis
Claudiana by the activities of Clodius in particular’.37 However, it is where Livy
departs from this familial positioning that he truly shows his ideological hand. As I
mentioned above, by allowing Appius to speak so forcefully against those who would
have him imprisoned without trial, Livy turns him into a martyr for the cause of
regularized law and order. The choice to allow Verginius and Appius an essentially
equal platform and the frequent reference to his work in framing the Twelve Tables
flows against the characterization of Appius as an irredeemable villain.
There is a trend in the scholarship to remove Livy’s influence when considering
where this positioning took place. Lintott argues that in the case of Maelius there was
‘a swify but remarkably effective alteration to history’ and relegates Livy to one of a
host of ‘later annalists’ who picked up the thread. He also ascribes Livy’s position on
Cassius to the idea that he was ‘following a source conservative in all respects,
perhaps Valerius Antias’.38 Similarly, Seager argues that the ‘essential elements’ of
Livy’s vocabulary around popularis prototypes can be found ‘much earlier’ than even
Cicero and that Livy is almost a conduit for other sources’ ways of thinking.39 I
believe that there is enough evidence in Livy’s treatment of early Republican villains
to suggest that what is on display is Livy’s own preference for regularized law and
order without a bias for either optimate or popular politics. What Livy sees as most
important is the power of regularized law and order — magistrates, due process and
so on — to protect the ‘spirit of the Republican constitution’.40
Livy’s tendency to see villains as a test for the readiness of regular processes of
law and the strength of Roman traditionalism manifests in his attribution of positive
outcomes in the immediate aftermaths of a villain’s defeat. The most direct example
of this is in the story of Coriolanus, where the cult of fortuna muliebris is started in
thanks for the role of the women of Rome in turning aside his anger. This is despite
the incongruity, which Cornell notes, of excluding widows from the cult when
Veturia, Coriolanus’ widowed mother, is the embassy’s central figure. 41 Livy’s
attitude towards the influence of the embassy of women is similar to his treatment of
the story of Spurius Cassius’ father. Rather than dismissing it out of hand, Livy
preserves it for the traditional and positive prerogative of the mother that it
symbolizes. Similar token ‘rewards’ for Rome’s survival of the villain’s threat include
37

Wiseman (1979), 125.
Lintott (1970), 21.
39
Seager (1977), 390.
40
Wirszubski’s definition of regnum, quoted in Dunkle (1967), 151.
41
Cornell (2003), 76.
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the reservation of the sites of both Cassius and Maelius’ houses for public use and the
legacy of the Twelve Tables that Appius leaves in his wake.42
Livy’s characterization of the early Republican villains clearly shows a process of
construction with a definite end point in mind. He takes some elements of the
archetypal Greek tyrant, a figure that was in vogue amongst Roman rhetoricians of his
day, and adds his native Roman aversion to the phenomenon of occupare regnum. In
doing so, he creates a new stock figure, a Roman politician who might display the
failings of the Greek tyrant, but whose true vices are his falseness and noncompliance with the spirit of Republican government. These characters are not distant
and irrelevant exemplars for Livy, however, and he subjects them to a process of
positioning in order to make them more relevant for his contemporary readers. While
this detracts from their strict historicity, it enhances their exemplary value. The
typical narrative of villainy progresses from the identification of the threat, through a
regularized process of containing the threat within due processes and towards a token
reward to the Roman people for defeating the threat while remaining true to the spirit
of their constitution.

Tom McClintock,
The University of Sydney

42

Livy 2.41 and 4.16.
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PUNCTUATING INTERRUPTION; INTERRUPTING PUNCTUATION:
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE INTERRUPTION AT ILIAD 1.2921

By examining the punctuation of Venetus A and drawing comparisons to texts from
the Serbo-Croatian oral tradition, I shall show that the interruption at Iliad 1.292 is
more forceful than it appears at first, but ultimately still constrained by the Homeric
style and the unique composition of the scene in which it occurs.2 Along the way I
shall question the modern editorial stance on punctuation, point out an apparently
unnoticed feature of Venetus A’s punctuation and consider the possible restrictions of
the Greek language and of the poem’s oral features upon juxtaposed dialogue. I shall
then conclude with the remark that 292 is the pinnacle of book one.
εἰ δέ µιν αἰχµητὴν ἔθεσαν θεοὶ αἰὲν ἐόντες
τοὔνεκά οἱ προθέουσιν ὀνείδεα µυθήσασθαι;
Τὸν δ' ἄρ' ὑποβλήδην ἠµείβετο δῖος Ἀχιλλεύς·
ἦ γάρ κεν δειλός τε καὶ οὐτιδανὸς καλεοίµην
εἰ δὴ σοὶ πᾶν ἔργον ὑπείξοµαι ὅττί κεν εἴπῃς·3

292

‘If the gods who are forever made him a spearman, is it on that account that his revilings rush
forward for utterance’? Then noble Achilles broke in on him and said: ‘Yes, for I should be called
a coward and a nobody, if I am to yield to you in every matter whatever you say’.4

With these verses we are told that Achilles interrupts Agamemnon.5 However, this
interruption seems lacking, as Pulleyn says: ‘but for this comment by the poet, we
might not have suspected that Achilles’ words were an interruption’.6 I will argue that
this is not the case; that the interruption is perceptible without the poet’s narration and
that this narration, although incidentally identifying the interruption, primarily serves
another purpose.
Our search for other interruptive elements must start with Agamemnon’s utterance
immediately before the interruption. Line 291 in particular has proved troublesome, as
we can see from the range of translations on offer: ‘have they put insults on his lips as
well’ (Fitzgerald 7 ); ‘yet they have not given him the right to speak abusively’

1

This paper, in substantially identical form, won first prize in the Australian Society for Classical
Studies’ 2011 Australian Essay Competition. I would like to thank Michael Apthorp of the University
of Queensland for the exhaustive comments he provided on an earlier version of this paper and to
apologise that I ended up adopting so few of his suggestions.
2
Line numbers, unless otherwise specified, refer to Iliad 1.
3
From the text of Allen (1931).
4
Longer translations, unless otherwise specified, are based on Murray (1999).
5
For a defence of ὑποβλήδην meaning ‘interruptingly’, see Pulleyn (2000) on 293 (which, I note in
passing, is mislabelled — it should be 292).
6
Pulleyn (2000) on 293; see also Kirk (1985) on 292.
7
Fitzgerald (1974), 9.
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(Lattimore);8 ‘is it for that reason that his revilings run forth for him to utter them’
(Pulleyn); 9 ‘is it on that account that his revilings rush forward for utterance’
(Murray/Wyatt).10
The commentators too find considerable difficulty with the line. 11 Numerous
problems are raised: What is the subject (θεοὶ ‘gods’ or ὀνείδεα ‘insults’)? What is the
verb (προθέω ‘to run forth’ or προτίθηµι ‘to set before’)? Should it be understood as
subjunctive? How are we to take µυθήσασθαι ‘to speak’ (purpose or epexegetic)?
What about οἱ ‘him (in the dative case)’ (dative of possession or reference)? Almost
every grammatical aspect of the line is troubling. And though neither Kirk nor
Pulleyn thinks the line corrupt, none of the options they offer are very persuasive and
we may well be tempted to agree with Leaf’s conclusion: ‘I see no choice but to
regard the passage as hopelessly corrupt’.12
However, declaring a line corrupt should be a last resort. Here I think there is
another explanation. If Achilles really did interrupt Agamemnon, as we know,
courtesy of the narrator, he did, then we would not expect Agamemnon’s utterance to
be complete. Perhaps, if he had continued, grammatical coherence would have
developed and so the lack of such coherence suggests an interruption.
In addition to the troublesome grammar, there is another aspect of line 291 that
suggests an interruption. In the comparison of line 291 above, Lattimore, unlike the
other translators, did not consider Agamemnon’s utterance a question. This raises the
role of the punctuation in providing a problematic (as we have seen above) impression
of grammatical completeness that may otherwise be lacking. If Agamemnon’s
utterance is genuinely interrupted, we would not expect the text to be punctuated as it
currently stands.13
Yet what grounds have we for disputing the punctuation? The major modern
editions all punctuate 291 as a question: Allen and Munro, West, and van Thiel.
Usually the place to start in a matter of textual variance is the critical apparatus.
However, none of these editions indicate any alternative reading. We would not
expect them to do so; the punctuation of the manuscripts we possess originates in the
editorial decisions of Byzantine scribes of the ninth and tenth century and, as they
were working at over one thousand five hundred years’ distance from the time of
Homer, it is disregarded by modern editors and not reported in the critical apparatus.14
8

Lattimore (1951), 209.
Pulleyn (2000), 89.
10
Murray (1999), 35.
11
Kirk (1985); Pulleyn (2000) on 291.
12
Leaf (1990) on 291 quoted by Kirk (1985), 82
13
In English we would expect, say, a dash: cf. Lennard (2005), 136). As for Greek, we shall see.
14
On scribes, see Rijksbaron (2007), 68–9 n.150. Edwards for example offers the eighth century
B.C. as a date for Homer (2005), 310. On the apparatus, see again Rijksbaron (2007), 68–9 and West
(1973), 53–4.
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While one thousand five hundred years is a long time, it is one thousand years
closer to Homer than today and although our modern preferences for punctuation may
differ markedly from those of the Byzantine scribes, it seems reasonable that, as
Rijksbaron recommends, editors should not be over hasty in setting aside manuscript
punctuation.15 Surely, like other textual features, punctuation ought to be subject to
critical scrutiny, to be determined by ‘considerations of sense or usage or
palaeography’ and with consideration of the manuscript tradition.16
Let us start with a consideration of our line, 291, as it appears in Venetus A (see
image 1 in Appendix A: Manuscript Images). However, this does not seem to help our
argument. The line is quite clearly punctuated with a semicolon indicating a question.
If our modern editions as well as this ancient manuscript have all independently
reached the conclusion that the remark is a question, surely their position is
unassailable? But consider the following from book one:17
1.

Ten places where our text is punctuated as a question, but the manuscript is not: 8; 123; 134;
151; 202; 362; 365; 414; 540; 552 (cf. Images 2.1–10 in Appendix A)

2.

One place where the manuscript is punctuated as a question, but our text is not: 157 (cf. Image
3 in Appendix A)

3.

Two places where both our text and the manuscript punctuate as a question: 203; 291 (cf.
Images 4.1–2 in Appendix A)

Initially it seems as if questions are haphazardly punctuated, but there is more to it
than this. After a consideration of thirty-four miniscule manuscripts Charles Brewster
Randolph formulated the following general principle: ‘the sign of interrogation does
not follow questions introduced by an interrogative pronoun or adverb’. 18 This
matches our data very neatly: of the twelve places in book one where our text
punctuates as a question (i.e. all of the places under points 1 and 2 above), ten are
introduced by an interrogative marker;19 and in nine of these cases the manuscript
fails to punctuate as a question.20
15

Rijksbaron (2007), esp. 68–9.
Housman (1905), xiii, speaking purely of textual readings, not punctuation (which, I believe, he
only mentions twice in his introduction, at xix and xxxvi). See also Rijksbaron (2007), esp. 68 on the
utility of Byzantine punctuation and his exemplary consideration of MS punctuation in his edition of
Plato’s Ion.
17
This analysis is based on my comparison of the punctuation of the entirety of book one of
Murray’s 1999 Loeb edition of the Iliad with book one as it appears in the images of the Venetus A
manuscript available on the Homer Multitext Project (http://www.homermultitext.org/).
18
Randolph (1910), 310. See also Rijksbaron (2007), 246 n. 358 ‘The variation in punctuation after
the two question types — specifying, x- or word-questions on the one hand and yes/no-questions on the
other — is no coincidence, for the two types were strictly distinguished in antiquity, and called
πύσµατα (or πεύσεις) and ἐρωτήµατα (or ἐρωτήσεις), respectively’.
19
8 τίς; 123 πῶς; 151 πῶς; 202 τίπτ᾿; 203 ἦ; 362 τί; 365 τί; 414 τί; 540 τίς; 552 ποῖον.
20
203 is the exception: it has an interrogative marker (ἦ), but is nevertheless punctuated as a
question. However, see the discussion below.
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However, Randolph noticed something odd in five of his manuscripts: ‘[these five]
do not contain the semicolon with interrogative value,’ and it just so happens that one
of them is our manuscript — Venetus A.21 At first this is puzzling. What can it
possibly mean? We have three examples of just such usage:22
οὔρεά τε σκιόεντα θάλασσά τε ἠχήεσσα
shadowy mountains and sounding sea.

157

ἦ ἵνα ὕβριν ἴδῃ Ἀγαµέµνονος Ἀτρεΐδαο;
that you might see the insolence of Agamemnon, son of Atreus?

203

τοὔνεκά οἱ προθέουσιν ὀνείδεα µυθήσασθαι;
is it on that account that his revilings rush forward for utterance?

291

The answer lies in the assumption that the semicolon indicates a question. To quote
the opening of Randolph’s article: ‘The punctuation in Greek minuscule manuscripts
strikes one as varium et mutabile semper’.23 Punctuation marks differ widely between
and even within manuscripts, and there was no standardised system. In this
manuscript the semicolon does not indicate a question24. It is just as Randolph goes
on to say: ‘[in Venetus A] no effort is made to distinguish questions from
statements’.25
But if it does not indicate a question, what does it indicate? Here a comment of
Rijksbaron’s proves particularly interesting: ‘In the Aldina, as well as the more recent
MSS, like S, F, Par. 1811 and Vat. 1030, the διαστολή (comma) has by and large
replaced the ὑποστιγµή [low dot]26 as a means to indicate an “incomplete thought”’.27
While this is not directly pertinent to Venetus A (the ‘more recent MSS’ Rijksbaron
mentions date from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, well after our tenthcentury Venetus A) it highlights the fact that, at least on occasion, the Greeks
punctuated ‘incomplete thought’ and that this punctuation, like all other forms of
ancient punctuation, was subject to change.28
So what does our semicolon indicate? I suggest that in Venetus A it serves much
the same purpose as Rijksbaron’s διαστολή: to indicate ‘incomplete thought’ — that
is, to indicate interruption. Let us consider our examples of this punctuation once
more29. Athena has just appeared to Achilles; she grabs him, he turns and speaks:
21

Randolph (1910), 315.
Text punctuated as in the manuscript, accented according to Murray (1999).
23
Randolph (1910), 309.
24
For otherwise, how do we explain 157 (under point 2 above) and 203 (see n. 28 above)?
25
Randolph (1910), 315.
26
Rijksbaron (2007), 70.
27
Rijksbaron (2007), 245 n. 358.
28
For the dates, see Rijksbaron (2007), 28ff. For the date of Venetus A, see West (2001), 139.
29
Text punctuated as in the manuscript, accented according to Murray (1999).
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ἦ ἵνα ὕβριν ἴδῃ Ἀγαµέµνονος Ἀτρεΐδαο;
ἀλλ' ἔκ τοι ἐρέω, τὸ δὲ καὶ τελέεσθαι ὀΐω·
ᾗς ὑπεροπλίῃσι τάχ' ἄν ποτε θυµὸν ὀλέσσῃ·
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203

‘Why have you come this time, daughter of Zeus who bears the aegis? Was it so that you might
see the insolence of Agamemnon, son of Atreus? But I will tell you, and I think this will come to
pass: through his own insolent acts he will soon lose his life’.

We know even just from Randolph’s general principle (as distinct from his specific
observation concerning Venetus A) that the semicolon cannot serve to mark 203 as a
question. That much is already clear from the interrogative use of ἦ. While this
particle has both affirmative and interrogative uses, here it is clearly interrogative,
introducing a self-corrective question.31 So the semicolon must indicate something
else.32 But can it indicate an interruption? 203 gives us no help. Perhaps Achilles
meant to continue, perhaps he did not; there is no hint in the line itself. But in 204 we
see ἀλλ’; neither Pulleyn nor Kirk comments on this word but it clearly has the force
of the fourth ‘special use’ of ἀλλά as set out by Denniston (labelled ‘in commands
and exhortations’): 33 it expresses ‘a break-off in thought […] a transition from
arguments for action to a statement of the action required’.34 Moreover, this fits our
situation perfectly — Achilles’ next words are precisely such a statement of action
required (at 204–5). The manuscript punctuation emphasises the interruptive nature of
203; it intensifies Achilles’ ‘indignant little speech’ from peevishness to restrained
rage.35
Now to our second example.36 Agamemnon has just threatened to seize Achilles’
γέρας ‘gift of honour’, Achilles opens his response with insults (149), questions
Agamemnon’s authority (150–1) and then elaborates as to why this is not his fight
(153–7):
ἐπεὶ ἦ µάλα πολλὰ µεταξὺ
οὔρεά τε σκιόεντα θάλασσά τε ἠχήεσσα;
ἀλλὰ σοὶ ὦ µέγ' ἀναιδὲς ἅµ' ἑσπόµεθ' ὄφρα σὺ χαίρῃς·37
30

157

Observe that in the manuscript 202 is not punctuated as a question, just as we would expect from
Randolph’s principle.
31
Denniston (1954), 279; Monro (1891), 308; and for interrogative uses, see Rijksbaron (2007),
103–6. See Rijksbaron (2007), 104 (on an instance of a self-corrective question in Plato’s Ion) ‘In this
use a speaker, having asked a first question, does not wait for an answer, but immediately corrects
himself by asking a second question […] Typically, the first question is a wh-question […] and the
second one a yes-no question’.
32
Randolph’s specific observation leaves us in no doubt.
33
Denniston (1954), 13–4.
34
Denniston (1954), 14.
35
Kirk (1985) on 202–5.
36
Text punctuated as in the manuscript, accented according to Murray (1999).
37
Here I should note a slight peculiarity in the manuscript — at the end of 157 we actually see a
comma, then a semicolon, not just a semicolon (see Apendix A, image 5) — this can be attributed to
scribal infelicities, it seems that the ‘comma’ matches the ink of the line of gloss below and is actually
a wayward breathing, not punctuation of 157 (note the lack of a breathing immediately over the επί in
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For many things lie between us — shadowy mountains and sounding sea. But you, shameless one,
we followed here in order to please you,

The shift in tone that takes place at 158 has been noted by commentators: ‘The style
becomes breathless, with a sporadic interjection of pure abuse’;38 ‘a very strong
contrast […] he comes back to reality with a jolt’.39 In addition we also have, as in
203 above, our special use of ἀλλά. This fits perfectly with the semicolon indicating
an interruption. Now let us consider the information before us:
157 cannot be a question (by sense) but can be an interruption.
203 is a question (by the interrogative marker) and so (by both of Randolph’s observations) the
semicolon cannot indicate a question, it can also be an interruption.
292 must be an interruption (by the narrator’s comment), and may also be a question.

So if we admit that the semicolon has a consistent meaning in all three cases, then the
meaning must be that of indicating an interruption. Therefore Agamemnon’s utterance
is genuinely interrupted and is, in Venetus A, punctuated as being so.40
We may ask how Venetus A came to be punctuated this way, and why the modern
editions so consistently punctuate otherwise. For the latter I suspect a similar reason
to that which Rijksbaron found through his examination of the punctuation of Plato’s
Ion — that it all goes back to an influential early edition of the text (in the Ion’s case,
Stephanus’ edition of 1578) which influenced subsequent editors.41 For the former I
suspect that the punctuation of Venetus A was made by a scribe familiar with oral
performances of the Iliad (or that he reproduces the punctuation of one who was), and
his punctuation reflects features of such performances, such as the intonational force
given to an interruption. As West says: ‘In the case of the Homeric poems, however,
such decisions [those of punctuation etc.] will have been made by men familiar with
the sound of the verse as preserved by generations of reciters’.42 While this too, at
such a distance, is unlikely to be ‘Homeric’ it seems, by including features reflective
of oral performance, to be a step closer (i.e. they provide an indication of features that
would have been present in Homer’s ‘original’ recitations).
the gloss). If this comma were punctuation of 157, then it would be the only instance in book one of the
scribe punctuating with a comma at the end of a line.
38
Kirk (1985) on 158–60.
39
Pulleyn (2000) on 158 ἀλλά.
40
Though this itself does not prove that we can come to this knowledge without the narrator’s
comment, as we have used the evidence of this comment in coming to this conclusion. However, I feel
that even without the narrator’s comment this is by far the best explanation.
41
Rijksbaron (2007), esp. 69. Unfortunately, I have not had time to collate the punctuation of the
major editions and so cannot test my hypothesis.
42
West (1973), 54 n.4; see also West (1967), 136 where it is put more vividly: ‘Als der Attiker den
Homer ausschrieb, klangen ihm die Worte in den Ohren, wie er sie hundertmal in der Schule und von
Straßenrhapsoden gehört hatte’ (‘When the Attic Greek wrote out Homer, the words sounded in his
ears as he had heard them a hundred times in school and from the street rhapsodes’).
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This in turn raises an interesting question, bringing us back to our consideration of
the interruption at 292. If we can perceive the interruption (at least in the case of a
suitably punctuated text, or an oral performance) why does the narrator point it out?
By doing this the effect is diminished; why not just juxtapose the speech, as in this
example from Euripides’ Helen?43
{Χο.} οἶσθ' οὖν ὃ δρᾶσον· µνήµατος λιποῦσ' ἕδραν ...44
{Ελ.} ἐς ποῖον ἕρπεις µῦθον ἢ παραίνεσιν;
{Χο.} ἐλθοῦσ' ἐς οἴκους, ἣ τὰ πάντ' ἐπίσταται

316

{Chorus leader} Here is what you must do: leaving your seat on this tomb …
{Helen} What are you saying? What advice are you giving me?
{Chorus leader} Go into the house and ask the omniscient daughter45

However, these lines would take two people to act out; in Homeric epic we have but
one performer who would, to imitate such a stichomythic exchange, need to
differentiate each interlocutor by using a different ‘voice’.46 This would usually be
done by pitching one’s voice differently for each speaker.47 However, Greek has a
pitch accentuation system; 48 would this perhaps have restricted the capacity of
speakers to employ such techniques? However, in Plato’s Theaetetus, as Rijksbaron
points out, ‘[a]t Tht. 143c8 we read that a slave was called upon to read the βιβλίον
written by Euclides which contained the dialogue Theaetetus proper. How did the
slave transpose the visible signs of speaker change in his text to audible signs’?49 The
answer is, of course, through a different ‘voice’ for each speaker.50 So the nature of
the language poses no problem for the differentiation of speakers.
But our Homeric performer is not merely reading a script; he is singing a song to
musical accompaniment.51 Perhaps these additional factors sufficiently reduced the
intonational ‘room’ so that tonal differentiation of speakers was no longer possible?
43

Text from Kovacs (2002).
Note the triple dots indicating interruption: what, I wonder, is the origin of this? Is such
punctuation present in the manuscripts?
45
Kovacs (2002), slightly modified.
46
Although ‘[i]n some Central African traditions the chief performer is supported by one or more
auxiliary instrumentalists and backup vocal singers; he may act out the dramatic content mimetically’,
cf. Foley (2005), 201, this does not seems to have been a feature of the oral tradition associated with
Homer — note the singular ‘bard’ at 21 of Edwards (1987).
47
Sound, vocalised or otherwise, has three variable factors: loudness, pitch and quantity, all of
which would or could be used to differentiate speakers, but quality is the factor that differentiates
vowels, and so is, to some degree, fixed (a variation would result in one character sounding as if they
had a regional accent), loudness too could be used, but we do not think of it as differentiating speakers
— which leaves pitch. Ladefoged (1996), 14–15.
48
Horrocks (2010), 5.
49
Rijksbaron (2007), 24.
50
I suppose the slave, like Homer, could have introduced each speaker. But what then do we make
of the lack of accompanying speaker names in many of the manuscripts of Plato? Rijksbaron (2007),
23–5.
51
Martin (2005), 11.
44
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Yet what are we then to make of the occurrence of the juxtaposition of speakers in a
similar oral tradition?52 That of the Serbo-Croat heroic songs? These are in metre and
accompanied by music; 53 and Serbo-Croatian, much like Greek, has pitch
accentuation.54
I found eleven instances in approximately 7,000 lines included in Pennington and
Levi (1984) (see Appendix B). But on close examination of our Serbo-Croat examples
we see that most include a vocative, either at the head of the line or shortly
afterwards, serving to indicate that a change of speaker has occurred.55 So the SerboCroat tradition may not be a counter-example after all. A further observation suggests
itself — in no instance of juxtaposed dialogue in our examples are there more than
two speakers in the conversation, which means that a vocative merely by marking a
change in speaker also identifies who is speaking. 56 In 292, however, there are
(uniquely in book one) three speakers in the exchange — for, when Achilles
interrupts, Agamemnon was speaking to Nestor. It may be that the role of Achilles’
somewhat unsatisfying introductory line serves not to introduce him, but to identify
him. Even if Homer could dispense with the introductory line, relying on tone —
particularly the specific interruptive force suggested by the semicolon punctuation —
there would still be an ambiguity, and so the introduction must be included, the
interruption must remain unsatisfactory.
Starting from Pulleyn’s comment I have considered the grammar of Agamemnon’s
lines, found it troublesome, yet set aside textual corruption and suggested that they are
given a false sense of closure by the punctuation in modern editions. I then considered
their stance on punctuation and questioned it before embarking on a detailed
examination of the use of the semicolon in Venetus A, from which we concluded that
it indicates an interruption. Next I considered the reason behind this punctuation and
the differing punctuation of the modern editions, and why we might have reason to
follow the manuscript punctuation. Then, returning to 292, I examined the possible
reasons behind the comparatively unsatisfying nature of this line, considering the
Greek language and, through comparison with the Serbo-Croatian heroic songs, the
oral background of the poem — concluding after an examination of instances of
juxtaposed dialogue in our Serbo-Croatian texts that this is a result of the Homeric
style and the unique (three-character) set-up of the scene in which it occurs.
To conclude, the interruption at 292, although more forceful than it seems at first,
is ultimately unsatisfying. However, our philological analysis reveals a more exciting
conclusion — one that, while linguistically unsatisfying, is literarily brilliant.
52

Foley (2005), 202–3.
As you can hear for yourself on CD accompanying Lord (2000).
54
Kordić (1997), 8.
55
Or at least they do as they appear in Pennington and Levi (1984).
56
With the exception of the example on page 92 in which the speakers are identified immediately
after they speak, and, in any case, both say the same thing. So the slight initial ambiguity is not going
to prove problematic.
53
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All three interruptions are by Achilles, the first two of himself, the last of
Agamemnon — they demonstrate his initial internal struggle to control himself and its
eventual external expression of rage against Agamemnon — freezing rage, too hot for
the insults57 or the violent gestures58 that characterised Achilles’ earlier anger — 292
is the moment Achilles finally snaps. Before our first interruption at 157, Achilles is
described as ὑπόδρα ἱδών ‘glancing angrily’ (148), then between 157 and 203 as
being beset by ἄχος ‘grief’ (188), between 203 and 292 as possessing µένος ‘anger’
(207), ἔρις ‘strife’ (210) and χόλος ‘gall’ (224) and only after 291 is he finally
described as having µῆνις ‘wrath’ (422, 488). Our interruptions punctuate Achilles’
anger — charting a crescendo rising into rage, into wrath, and at the peak of 292, the
peak of book one, into µῆνιν, fulfilling the agenda prefigured in the first word of the
first line of the Iliad: µῆνιν ἄειδε θεὰ Πηληϊάδεω Ἀχιλῆος, ‘Sing, Muse, the wrath of
Achilles, son of Peleus’.

Brennan Nicholson,
The University of Sydney

57
58

Such as those at 149 and 225.
Such as throwing the σκῆπτρον γαίῃ ‘staff to the ground’ at 245.
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APPENDICES

A. Manuscript Images
Below appear images of the Venetus A manuscript accessible (at a higher quality if
desired) on the Homer Multitext Project (http://www.homermultitext.org/).
1. Verse 291 Venetus A: Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822) — the back (verso) of folio 17.

2.1 Verse 8 Venetus A: Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822) — the front (recto) of folio 12.

2.2 Verse 123 Venetus A: Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822) — the front (recto) of folio 14.

2.3 Verse 134 Venetus A: Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822) — the back (verso) of folio 14.

2.4 Verse 151 Venetus A: Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822) — the front (recto) of folio 15.

2.5 Verse 202 Venetus A: Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822) — the front (recto) of folio 16.

2.6 Verse 362 Venetus A: Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822) — the front (recto) of folio 19.
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2.7 Verse 365 Venetus A: Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822) — the front (recto) of folio 19.

2.8 Verse 414 Venetus A: Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822) — the front (recto) of folio 20.

2.9 Verse 540 Venetus A Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822) — the back (verso) of folio 22.

2.10 Verse 552 Venetus A: Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822) — the front (recto) of folio 23.

3 Verse 157 Venetus A: Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822) — the front (recto) of folio 15.

4.1 Verse 203 Venetus A: Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822) — the front (recto) of folio 16.

4.2 Verse 291 Venetus A: Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822) — the back (verso) of folio 17.

5. Close up of Verse 157 Venetus A: Marcianus Graecus Z. 454 (= 822) — the front (recto) of folio 15.
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B. Instances of Juxtaposition in Serbo-Croat Heroic Song
References are to pages in Pennington and Levi (1984).
8

and I will leave him in the white palace
Then leave me Boshko Jugovich

17

and carried away twenty heads?
That is Banovich Strahin.

17

and pushed and threw them into Sitnitsa?
That is Serdja Zlopogledja.

17

herding them into Sitnitsa water?
That one is Boshko Jugovich.

35

or you will not take your head from here’
‘By God,’ the vila said, ‘my brother,
Marko, Prince, brother in God,

46

why did they make you so very angry?
Never ask, Emperor, father in God.

56

Marko, are you somewhere in this life?
Sultan, I am, but in an evil life.

80

O Tsar, my lord, will you give me your leave
to leap the three horses of the three knights?
O my dear child, I give you my leave.

81

O Tsar, my Lord, will you give me your leave
and I will shoot that apple through the ring?
O my dear son, I give you my leave.

81

O Tsar, my lord, do you give me your leave
to pick you out the young girl Roxana?
O my dear child, I do give you my leave,

92

The crown is mine, King Vukashin declared,
No, it is mine, said Ugljesha Overlord,
No, it is mine, said Gojko, the lord Duke,
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D. M. Pritchard, Public Spending
and Democracy in Classical Athens
(Ashley and Peter Larkin Series in
in Greek and Roman Culture;
Austin, TX, 2015). Pp. xvi, 191.
ISBN 978-0-292-77203-8. US $ 50.00.
This brief and feisty monograph is
timely, as much for its contemporary
implications as for the deceptive
simplicity of its central thesis. In it
Pritchard (henceforth P.) marshals an
impressive depth of documentary
research to bury once and for all
scholarly debates about the rationale
behind Athenian public finance. In
short, over the course of its three
central chapters, the book develops the
thesis that classical Athens rationally
managed its revenues for expenditure
in three key areas: staging public
festivals, maintaining the institutions
of democratic participation, and
making war. Of these three P. shows
that spending on the last — military
operations and logistics — outstripped
spending in the other two areas by a
huge order of magnitude. Supported by
a juggernaut of empirical survey and
analysis P.’s conclusion confirms what
many of us have long suspected but
have perhaps avoided stating as it
deserves: the overwhelming policy
priority of democratic spending in
Athens in the 80 years from 430-360
B.C. was waging war.
Chapter 1 presents a brief
historiography of scholarly debates
about Athenian public spending, and a

statement of the book’s method. There
P. makes an unobjectionable case for
focusing on the more evidence diverse
80 years from the outbreak of the
Peloponnesian War to the middle of
the fourth century B.C. Chapters 2-4
tackle the hard data for, respectively,
religious outlay, the administrative
costs of democracy, and military
expenditure. A concluding chapter
sums up the findings; the whole is
usefully supplemented by an index
locorum.
To this reviewer’s mind there are a
number of qualities that make this
accessible book worth reading for
scholars, students and lay readers
alike. Though each reader will have to
assess for themselves the extent of
their agreement with P.’s method and
interpretation of the evidence, it is
difficult to take issue with the prima
facie case he makes, that war planning
and spending dominated democratic
proceedings in Athens. I will therefore
confine my comments to more general
observations.
The opening chapter outlines in
brief the nature of the debate,
highlighting the pervasive influence of
Böckh’s handbook on the Athenian
public economy (1817). P. rightly
insists that Böckh’s tendentious postRevolutionary reading of the limited
evidence available led him, like many
of his contemporaries, to disparage the
competence of popular rule, especially
in the management of public revenues.

Classicum
As P. points out in his conclusion
(116), the echo of Plutarch’s widelycited claim, that the Athenians frittered
away more on dramatic productions
than on war (de glor. Ath. 349a), is an
unfortunate diversion, since it cannot
be taken seriously and yet dog-whistles
to those (like the Old Oligarch, Critias
and Plato in their day) who sneer at the
supposedly inexpert and self-interested
priorities of the average (poor) citizen.
From this perspective the book tilts at
contemporary unelected technocrats
and economists who roll their eyes at
the balance sheets of modern
democratic governments.
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money to build a communal fleet; to
archaic assemblies distribution of spoil
and refitting war-gear were of a piece.
What is different in the fifth century is
the rise of the ‘state’ as surrogate for
the individual citizen’s personal
spending. For the first half of the fifth
century at least, I wonder whether an
Athenian citizen’s identity as warrior
was so sharply distinguished from his
identity as assemblyman or member of
the boule. But for the period under this
book’s
consideration
—
the
Peloponnesian War to the middle of
the fourth century — I am prepared to
accept that the rationalization of the
boundaries of these practices was well
under way.

P. also recognizes that the debate
has been troubled by the wider
question of the nature of the
Athenians’ fifth-century empire, in
particular the relationship between the
exaction of tribute and the spending
priorities of the democracy. It is an
important conclusion of this book that
another
widely-held
assumption,
hitherto poorly tested by examination
of the evidence, that Athens’
experiment with ‘radical’ democracy
was funded at the allies’ expense, is
unwarranted. I find P.’s argument that
the Athenians fully funded their
democratic participation from internal
revenue convincing, but with caveats:
one might argue in turn that naval
participation and pay were not
dissociated from other more ‘political’
democratic institutions, blurring the
rather hard distinction made here
between ‘war’ and ‘democracy’. I am
thinking, for example, of the ease with
which Themistokles can segue from
equal disbursement of Laureion silver
across the citizen body, to using the

In fact, rationality is a sub-theme in
this book, though it is perhaps not as
declared as it might have been. In the
concluding chapter an opportunity has
been missed to make more of the
important conclusions reached in the
core of the book, because P. does more
than just offer a quantitative
assessment of Athenian public
spending priorities. He provides a
sharp demonstration of the ancient
city's axis of rationality, which has
frustrated Enlightenment thinking
about Athenian democracy for the last
two centuries. By this I mean that there
is a Weberian point being made,
especially in the concluding chapter
that restates the centrality of war to the
ideology of ancient city. The classical
polis claimed sovereignty over all
communally held goods by right of
military
participation,
a
direct
continuation of a public ethos
developing as early as the Homeric
poems. As Weber insisted, political
31
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space followed from the circle of the
Männerbund, and continued to be
dominated by its ideology of the glory,
wealth and legitimacy that flowed from
successful warfare. As such the
Athenians considered war their top
priority because their entire sense of
self, political, economic and gender,
was hardwired to the exercise of arms.
Democracy at Athens is the
rationalization of that logic, as Oswyn
Murray once observed in a famous
essay back in 1990. Viewed cursorily
on their own and out of context,
festivals, dramatic productions, jury
pay or trierarchies all seem like the
indulgences of a welfare-addicted
demos. What P. shows us are the
integral links between all the areas
carefully monitored by energetic
democratic financial oversight, links
which direct us toward the ideological
imperatives
of
Athenian
selfrepresentation as brave and god-fearing
citizens, collectively responsible for
their own destiny. Thus it is
appropriate that P. never presses too
hard that Athenian spending on war is
necessarily always an indicator of its
priority over other areas of democratic
life; rather it is a mix of factors - the
importance of war-making to be sure,
but also the huge cost of war relative
to, say, pay for office or Panathenaic
prizes. In the end P.’s findings
illustrate the fact that the Athenians did
not separate these three areas as we
naturally do: the city was a community
of warriors owing honours to their
gods and founding heroes who
reinvested their ‘common-wealth’ in
the institutions that reproduced this
identity. By using spending as a
measure of priority, and by

emphasizing the high level of direct
citizen participation decision-making
about public spending, P. has been able
to show that, empire or not, the
Athenians collected and spent money
with a very sophisticated degree of
political and cultural — but not
economic — rationality.
The elephant in the room with this
book is modern democracy, especially
in the wake of the sovereign debt crises
of recent times. Perhaps at least two
points could have been emphasized in
conclusion
without
too
much
controversy.
Firstly,
war
and
democracy, as P. has often said before,
are very comfortable bedfellows, much
to the distaste of contemporary liberal
democratic ideology. The magnitude of
the military budgets of large
democracies, like the U.K. or U.S.A.,
could be compared to Athens’
spending; why does this disturb us but
not Athenians (or Romans for that
matter)? Secondly, public spending
provides a gauge of a given polity’s
collective vision of itself. What ought
we to be spending our public revenues
on? One contemporary discourse
maintains by recourse to economic
rationality that wasteful and ‘useless’
spending be identified and stopped,
that savings are always a good thing,
and that there must always be a
productive capital return on every
dollar spent. In our recent history we
can recall the bitter debates
surrounding one of the most famous
acts of useless public spending, the
Sydney Opera House, whose budget
blew out by over 1400% and to many
contemporary observers was an
outrageous waste of taxpayers' money.
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The example is not meant to suggest
that we realize now what we did not
then, that it is a beautiful building,
which is now a wonder of the civilized
world. Rather, its construction was not
at all wasteful when regarded from a
different axis of rationality, that is,
when it is seen historically as a risk
taken by an adolescent nation to
demonstrate its democratic identity and
maturity under the shadow of the
cultural prestige of colonial mother
country and old Europe. The gamble
was successful not because the Sydney
Opera House has since proved itself,
but simply because it did, against all
economic rationality, get built in the
end. It survives as a testament to an
event: a democratic act to use public
funds to underwrite our ideal selfdefinition. In that sense, the timeliness
of this book lies in demonstrating that
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the broader rationality of public
spending lies in affirming the selfaware vision a political community has
of itself.
That many later writers thought the
Athenian spending priorities were
prodigal and indulgent does not prove
the Athenians could not manage their
treasury. It merely showed that those
writers disapproved of democracy’s
priorities. Indeed the Old Oligarch, a
canny observer of democratic Athens if
ever there was one, noted that they
managed it only too well. And for 200
years they did. P. is to be thanked for
providing the empirical data to show
why.

Ben Brown,
University of New South Wales
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